
Saturday 26 October 2019

12:04 All Night Programme
A selection of the best RNZ National
interviews and features including
3:05 Wapping Tales by Norma
Ashworth (5 of 10, RNZ)

6:08 Storytime
The Burglar at May Road
Kindergarten, by Judith Holloway,
told by Jane Waddell; Pinkie, by
Norman Bilbrough, told by Jane
Waddell; The Little Kowhai Tree, by
Witi Ihimaera and Henry Campbell,
told by Miria George; The Return, by
David Hill, told by Paul Waggott; The
Man who could throw his voice - Ep
5, written and told by Michael
Wilson; The Bump, by Joy Cowley,
told by Nikki MacDonald (RNZ)

7:10 Country Life
Memorable scenes, people and
places in rural New Zealand (RNZ)

8:10 Saturday Morning with
Kim Hill
A mixture of current affairs and
feature interviews, until midday
(RNZ)

12:12 Music 101 with
Charlotte Ryan
The best songs, music-related
stories, interviews, live music,
industry news and music
documentaries from New Zealand
and the world

5:00 The World at Five
A roundup of today's news and
sport (RNZ)

5:10 Focus on Politics

Analysis of significant political issues
presented by Radio New Zealand's
parliamentary reporting team (RNZ)

5:30 Tagata o te Moana
Pacific news, features, interviews
and music for all New Zealanders,
giving an insight into the diverse
cultures of the Pacific people (RNZI)

6:06 WOMAD Taranaki
(2019)
Highlights from World Music festival
in New Plymouth (RNZ)

7:06 Saturday Night with
Phil O'Brien
An evening of requests, nostalgia
and musical memories (RNZ)

Sunday 27 October 2019

12:04 All Night Programme
A selection of the best RNZ National
interviews and features including
3:05 Wapping Tales by Norma
Ashworth (6 of 10, RNZ)

6:08 Storytime
Hello Gran, by Hope Hucklesby, told
by Timothy Balme; Changes, by
Margaret Beames, told by Donna
Akersten; Flag Race, by Juliet
Whetter, told by Lorae Parry; Simple
Jack, by David Somerset, told by
Grant Tilly; The Chignon, by
Liebchen Tamahori, told by Kelly
Tikao; The Man who could throw his
voice - Ep 6, written and told by
Michael Wilson ; Still Waters, by
David Hill, told by Bronwyn Bradley
(RNZ)

7:10 Sunday Morning with
Jim Mora
A fresh attitude on current affairs,
the news behind the news, in-depth
documentaries, sport from the
outfield, politics from the insiders,
plus Mediawatch, 'The House' and

music
7:35 The House
legislation, issues and insights from
Parliament (RNZ)
8:10 Insight
An award-winning documentary
programme providing
comprehensive coverage of national
and international current affairs
(RNZ)
9:06 Mediawatch
Critical examination and analysis of
recent performance and trends in
New Zealand's news media (RNZ)

12:12 Two Cents Worth
A weekly podcast on the news that
will affect your back pocket - with
Bernard Hickey, Nikki Mandow,
Jenee Tibshraeny and Gyles
Beckford (RNZ)

12:30 Standing Room Only
with Lynn Freeman
It's an 'all access pass' to what's
happening in the worlds of arts and
entertainment
1:10 At the Movies
A weekly topical magazine
programme about current film
releases and film-related topics
(RNZ)
2:05 The Laugh Track

3:04 The 3 O'Clock Drama
Highlighting radio playwriting and
performance (RNZ)

4:06 Smart Talk
A selection of documentaries,
discussions and lectures of note
from New Zealand and beyond

5:00 The World at Five
A roundup of today's news and
sport

5:10 Heart and Soul
Personal approaches to spirituality
from around the world (BBC)

5:40 Te Waonui a Te Manu
Korihi
A weekly roundup of news on Maori
issues (RNZ)

6:06 Te Ahi Kaa
Exploring issues and events from a
tangata whenua perspective (RNZ)

6:45 Voices
A weekly feature where the focus is
ethnic communities (RNZ)

7:04 The TED Radio Hour
A crafted hour of ideas worth
sharing presented by Guy Raz (NPR)

8:06 Sunday Night with
Grant Walker
An evening of music and nostalgia
(RNZ)

10:00 The 10 O'Clock Report
A roundup of today's news and
sport

10:10 Mediawatch
Critical examination and analysis of
recent performance and trends in
New Zealand's news media (RNZ)

10:45 The House
legislation, issues and insights from
Parliament

11:04 The Retro Cocktail
Hour
An hour of music that's "shaken, not
stirred" every week from the
Underground Martini Bunker at
Kansas Public Radio (KPR)

Monday 28 October 2019

12:04 All Night Programme
A selection of the best RNZ National
interviews and features including
3:05 Wapping Tales by Norma
Ashworth (7 of 10, RNZ)

6:00 Breakfast with Paul



Brennan
An early miscellany of music, stories
and random thoughts including:

7:34 Worldwatch
The stories behind the international
headlines

8:12 Labour Day with Emile
Donovan
An upbeat mix of the curious and
the compelling (RNZ)

12:00 The World At Noon
A roundup of today's news and
sport

12:12 Matinee Idle with Phil
O'Brien and Simon Morris
An afternoon of alleged music and
dubious entertainment (RNZ)

5:00 The World at Five
A roundup of today's news and
sport

5:10 Global Business
Insights into the business world
from the BBC (BBC)

5:40 Clean Slate by Johanna
Mary
A lightly comic revenge fantasy (RNZ)

6:06 My Personal History of
Sormeh
How the wearing of Sormeh or black
eye makeup has become something
much bigger than make-up (BBC)

6:30 Paradise Ducks by
Fiona Farrell
Ornothological second chances
(RNZ)

7:06 Robyn Anderson's War
Stories
A series of three features about the
NZEF during WWI created by
Christchurch writer, Robyn
Anderson,  following two soldiers in

their own words from their diaries. 
Eric Ryburn, who died at
Passchendaele in 1917 and William
Anderson who survived the war and
returned to New Zealand.

8:06 Robyn Anderson's War
Stories  #2 The Somme
Stories from WW1.  Excerpts from
the war diaries of  two New Zealand
soldiers  (Part 2 of 3)

8:30 Windows on the World

9:06 Robyn Anderson's War
Stories #3 The End
Stories from WW1.  Excerpts from
the war diaries of  two New Zealand
soldiers  (Part 3 of 3)

9:30 Insight
An award-winning documentary
programme providing
comprehensive coverage of national
and international current affairs
(RNZ)

10:00 News at Ten
A roundup of today's news and
sport

10:10 World Book Club
Ann Cleeves discusses her novel
Raven Black, the haunting first novel
in her award-winning Shetland
crime series, with presenter Harriett
Gilbert, a studio audience and
readers around the world (BBC)

11:06 Nashville Babylon
Wairarapa's Mark Rogers presents a
selection of old and new music - the
very best in alt.country, Americana
and blues (Arrow FM)

Tuesday 29 October 2019

12:04 All Night Programme

A selection of the best RNZ National
interviews and features including
3:05 Wapping Tales by Norma
Ashworth (8 of 10, RNZ)

5:00 First Up with Indira
Stewart
New Zealand's early morning wake-
up call

6:00 Morning Report
RNZ's three-hour breakfast news
show with news and interviews,
bulletins on the hour and half-hour,
including:
6:20 and 6:50 Business News
6:26 Rural News
6:48 and 7:45 NZ Newspapers

9:06 Nine to Noon with
Kathryn Ryan
Current affairs and topics of
interest, including:
10:45 The Reading: Highlighting
New Zealand writing and
performance

12:00 Midday Report
RNZ news, followed by updates and
reports until 1.00pm, including:
12:16 Business News
12:26 Sport
12:34 Rural News
12:43 Worldwatch

1:06 Afternoons with Jesse
Mulligan
An upbeat mix of the curious and
the compelling, ranging from the
stories of the day to the great
questions of our time (RNZ)

4:06 The Panel with Wallace
Chapman
An hour of discussion, featuring a
range of panellists from right along
the opinion spectrum, together with
expert phone guests (RNZ)

5:00 Checkpoint
RNZ's weekday drive-time news and

current affairs programme

6:30 Trending Now
Highlighting the RNZ stories you're
sharing on-line

7:06 Nights with Bryan
Crump
RNZ's weeknight programme of
entertainment and information

7:35 Song Crush
A handpicked music selection of
what's good from Aoteraoa and
abroad (RNZ)

8:15 Dateline Pacific
A daily current affairs programme
covering the major Pacific stories of
the week, with background and
reaction from the people making
the news (RNZ)

8:30 Windows on the World
International public radio features
and documentaries

9:06 The Tuesday Feature
A selection of documentaries,
discussions and lectures of note
from New Zealand and beyond

10:00 News at Ten
A roundup of today's news and
sport

10:15 Lately with Karyn Hay
A late night radio show with an eye
on live events, an ear for music, a
great sense of humour and a
genuine interest in people and their
stories (RNZ)

11:06 Worlds of Music
Trevor Reekie hosts a weekly music
programme celebrating an eclectic
mix of 'world' music, fusion and folk
roots (RNZ)

Wednesday 30 October 2019

12:04 All Night Programme

https://robynandersonwriter.com/
https://robynandersonwriter.com/


A selection of the best RNZ National
interviews and features including
3:05 Wapping Tales by Norma
Ashworth (9 of 10, RNZ)

5:00 First Up with Indira
Stewart
New Zealand's early morning wake-
up call

6:00 Morning Report
RNZ's three-hour breakfast news
show with news and interviews,
bulletins on the hour and half-hour,
including:
6:20 and 6:50 Business News
6:26 Rural News
6:48 and 7:45 NZ Newspapers

9:06 Nine to Noon with
Kathryn Ryan
Current affairs and topics of
interest, including:
10:45 The Reading: Highlighting
New Zealand writing and
performance

12:00 Midday Report
RNZ news, followed by updates and
reports until 1.00pm, including:
12:16 Business News
12:26 Sport
12:34 Rural News
12:43 Worldwatch

1:06 Afternoons with Jesse
Mulligan
An upbeat mix of the curious and
the compelling, ranging from the
stories of the day to the great
questions of our time (RNZ)

4:06 The Panel with Wallace
Chapman
An hour of discussion, featuring a
range of panellists from right along
the opinion spectrum, together with
expert phone guests (RNZ)

5:00 Checkpoint
RNZ's weekday drive-time news and

current affairs programme

6:30 Trending Now
Highlighting the RNZ stories you're
sharing on-line

7:06 Nights with Bryan
Crump
RNZ's weeknight programme of
entertainment and information

7:35 At the Movies
A weekly topical magazine about
current film releases and film
related topics (RNZ)

8:15 Dateline Pacific
A daily current affairs programme
covering the major Pacific stories of
the week, with background and
reaction from the people making
the news (RNZ)

8:30 Windows on the World
International public radio features
and documentaries

9:06 The Drama Hour
Highlighting radio playwriting and
performance

10:00 News at Ten
A roundup of today's news and
sport

10:15 Lately with Karyn Hay
A late night radio show with an eye
on live events, an ear for music, a
great sense of humour and a
genuine interest in people and their
stories (RNZ)

11:06 Inside Out with Nick
Tipping
Nick Tipping brings you classic
recordings and modern
masterpieces from the world of jazz
(RNZ)

Thursday 31 October 2019

12:04 All Night Programme

A selection of the best RNZ National
interviews and features including
3:05 Wapping Tales by Norma
Ashworth (10 of 10, RNZ)

5:00 First Up with Indira
Stewart
New Zealand's early morning wake-
up call

6:00 Morning Report
RNZ's three-hour breakfast news
show with news and interviews,
bulletins on the hour and half-hour,
including:
6:20 and 6:50 Business News
6:26 Rural News
6:48 and 7:45 NZ Newspapers

9:06 Nine to Noon with
Kathryn Ryan
Current affairs and topics of
interest, including:
10:45 The Reading: Highlighting
New Zealand writing and
performance

12:00 Midday Report
RNZ news, followed by updates and
reports until 1.00pm, including:
12:16 Business News
12:26 Sport
12:34 Rural News
12:43 Worldwatch

1:06 Afternoons with Jesse
Mulligan
An upbeat mix of the curious and
the compelling, ranging from the
stories of the day to the great
questions of our time (RNZ)

4:06 The Panel with Wallace
Chapman
An hour of discussion, featuring a
range of panellists from right along
the opinion spectrum, together with
expert phone guests (RNZ)

5:00 Checkpoint
RNZ's weekday drive-time news and

current affairs programme

6:30 Trending Now
Highlighting the RNZ stories you're
sharing on-line

7:06 Nights with Bryan
Crump
RNZ's weeknight programme of
entertainment and information

7:30 New Horizons
With Music commentator and critic
William Dart (RNZ)

8:15 Dateline Pacific
A daily current affairs programme
covering the major Pacific stories of
the week, with background and
reaction from the people making
the news (RNZ)

8:30 Windows on the World
International public radio features
and documentaries

9:06 Our Changing World
Highlights from the world of science
and the environment, with Alison
Ballance (RNZ)

10:00 News at Ten
A roundup of today's news and
sport

10:15 Lately with Karyn Hay
A late night radio show with an eye
on live events, an ear for music, a
great sense of humour and a
genuine interest in people and their
stories (RNZ)

11:06 The Music 101 Pocket
Edition
Music, interviews, live
performances, behind the scenes,
industry issues, career profiles, new,
back catalogue, undiscovered,
greatest hits, tall tales - with a focus
on New Zealand/Aotearoa (RNZ)

Friday  1 November 2019



12:04 All Night Programme
A selection of the best RNZ National
interviews and features including
3:05 Cotton-Eyed Joe by Susy
Pointon read by Michele Amas (1 of
4, RNZ)

5:00 First Up with Indira
Stewart
New Zealand's early morning wake-
up call

6:00 Morning Report
RNZ's three-hour breakfast news
show with news and interviews,
bulletins on the hour and half-hour,
including:
6:20 and 6:50 Business News
6:26 Rural News
6:48 and 7:45 NZ Newspapers

9:06 Nine to Noon with
Kathryn Ryan
Current affairs and topics of
interest, including:
10:45 The Reading: Highlighting
New Zealand writing and
performance

12:00 Midday Report
RNZ news, followed by updates and
reports until 1.00pm, including:
12:16 Business News
12:26 Sport
12:34 Rural News
12:43 Worldwatch

1:06 Afternoons with Jesse
Mulligan
An upbeat mix of the curious and
the compelling, ranging from the
stories of the day to the great
questions of our time (RNZ)

4:06 The Panel with Wallace
Chapman
An hour of discussion, featuring a
range of panellists from right along
the opinion spectrum, together with
expert phone guests (RNZ)

5:00 Checkpoint
RNZ's weekday drive-time news and
current affairs programme

6:30 Trending Now
Highlighting the RNZ stories you're
sharing on-line

6:43 Focus on Politics
Analysis of significant political issues
presented by Radio New Zealand's
parliamentary reporting team (RNZ)

7:06 Nights with Bryan
Crump
RNZ's weeknight programme of
entertainment and information

8:15 Dateline Pacific
A daily current affairs programme
covering the major Pacific stories of
the week, with background and
reaction from the people making
the news (RNZ)

8:30 Friday Night Live
(RNZ)

9:06 Country Life
Memorable scenes, people and
places in rural New Zealand (RNZ)

10:00 News at Ten
A roundup of today's news and
sport

10:15 Lately with Karyn Hay
A late night radio show with an eye
on live events, an ear for music, a
great sense of humour and a
genuine interest in people and their
stories (RNZ)

11:06 The Mixtape
Musical guests compile a C60 and
talk us through their selections (RNZ)


